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Abstract

Image-to-image translation has made great strides in recent years, with current techniques being able to handle unpaired training images and to account for the multimodality of the translation problem. Despite this, most methods treat the image as a whole, which makes the results they produce for content-rich scenes less realistic. In this paper, we introduce a Detection-based Unsupervised Image-to-image Translation (DUNIT) approach that explicitly accounts for the object instances in the translation process. To this end, we extract separate representations for the global image and for the instances, which we then fuse into a common representation from which we generate the translated image. This allows us to preserve the detailed content of object instances, while still modeling the fact that we aim to produce an image of a single consistent scene. We introduce an instance consistency loss to maintain the coherence between the detections. Furthermore, by incorporating a detector into our architecture, we can still exploit object instances at test time. As evidenced by our experiments, this allows us to outperform the state-of-the-art unsupervised image-to-image translation methods. Furthermore, our approach can also be used as an unsupervised domain adaptation strategy for object detection, and it also achieves state-of-the-art performance on this task.

1. Introduction

Image-to-image translation (I2I) has recently gained significant traction, to the point of being deployed in diverse applications, such as super-resolution [20], photo-realistic image synthesis [37, 29], colorization [19, 41] and domain adaptation [2]. This trend was initiated by the pioneering Pix2Pix work [15] that used conditional generative adversarial networks (GANs) [27] on paired training images. Since then, great progress has been made in this field, first by removing the requirement for the training images to be paired, leading to cycleGAN [45] and UNIT [25], and then by accounting for the inherent multimodality of the I2I task, both with paired [44] and unpaired [12, 22] images.

Figure 1: Overview of DUNIT. (Top) We combine the style of one domain with the image-level and instance-level content of the other. Instance-level and image-level features are extracted separately and fused to generate a single consistent image. (Bottom) By accounting for the instances, our method produces more realistic results than image-level translation techniques such as UNIT [25] and DRIT [22].

While these methods have demonstrated promising results, they all consider the I2I task as a global translation problem over the whole image. Consequently, they remain limited in their ability to translate content-rich images with many disparate object instances. INIT [34] and InstaGAN [28] address this issue by treating the object instances and the global image/background separately. While InstaGAN aims to preserve the background style when translating the instances, INIT targets the same goal as us, and as the previous methods, of translating the entire image. To achieve this, INIT independently translates the global image and the instances, using separate reconstruction losses on these different elements. At test time, INIT then uses the global image translation module only, thus discarding the instance-level information. Further, INIT has not used the instance-boosted feature representation which is shown by
the merged feature map in figure 2.

In this paper, we introduce a framework that, while accounting for the object instances, unifies their translation with that of the global image as seen in figure 1, so that instances can also be leveraged at test time. To this end, we incorporate an object detector within the I2I architecture, process the instance features and the image ones separately, and reassemble the resulting representations in a joint one, which we decode into a single image. Processing the features separately allows us to account for the detailed and diverse content of the different objects and of the background, yet fusing the instance-level and image-level representation models the fact that we aim to translate one consistent scene. To further exploit the detections during training, we introduce an instance-consistency loss, which compares the detections in the original image with that in the translated one. At test time, we follow the same process as during training, consisting of detecting the object instances, processing them independently of the global image and fusing the resulting representations to generate the final image.

Our main contributions therefore are as follows:

• We improve unsupervised I2I translation by introducing a detection-based translation method that, while processing the object instances and global image separately, fuses their representations so as to produce a single consistent image.
• We introduce an instance-consistency loss, which further exploits the instances during training by modeling the intuition that the detections in the original and translated images should be consistent.
• By incorporating the detector into the architecture, we explicitly reason about instances not only during training but also at test time.
• During training, we only need access to ground-truth detections in a single domain. Therefore, our method can also be thought of as performing unsupervised domain adaptation for object detection.

Our experiments on the standard INIT, Pascal-VOC classes [7], Comic2k [14], cityscapes [4] and KITTI [9] benchmark show that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art global I2I methods, as well as the instance-level INIT one. Furthermore, we demonstrate that our approach also outperforms the state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation detection algorithms.
2. Related Work

2.1. Image to Image Translation

The advent of I2I translation methods began with the invention of conditional GAN\cite{27}, which were first applied to learn a mapping between a source and a target domain in Pix2Pix \cite{15}. Since then, conditional GANs have been applied to a multitude of tasks, such as scene translation \cite{13}, season transfer \cite{25}, and sketch-to-photo translation \cite{35}. While conditional GANs yield impressive results, they require paired images during training. Unfortunately, in many I2I translation scenarios, such paired training data is difficult and expensive to collect. To overcome this, cycleGAN \cite{45} introduces a cycle consistency loss between the source and target domains, following the intuition that translating an image from the source domain to the target one and then back to the source one should yield consistent images. This idea was further extended by UNIT \cite{25}, which replaced the domain-specific latent spaces of cycleGAN with a single latent space shared by the domains.

Nevertheless, neither conditional GANs, nor cycleGAN, nor UNIT account for the multi-modality of I2I translation; in general, a single image in one domain can be translated to another in many different, yet equally realistic ways. This was the task addressed by BicycleGAN \cite{44}, yet by leveraging paired images during training. More recently, MUNIT \cite{12} and DRIT \cite{22} introduced solutions to the multi-modal, unpaired scenario by learning a disentangled representation with a domain-invariant content space and a domain-specific attribute/style space.

While effective, all the above-mentioned methods perform image-level translation, without considering the object instances. As such, they tend to yield less realistic results when translating complex scenes with many objects, such as traffic scenes. InstaGAN \cite{28} was the first work to tackle instance-level translation. To this end, InstaGAN takes as input objects’ segmentation masks in the two domains of interest, and performs translation between the object instances only, while maintaining the background unchanged. Here, by contrast, we aim to translate the entire image, object instances and background included. This is also the task addressed by INIT \cite{34}, which proposed to define a style bank to translate the instances and the global image separately. During training, however, INIT treats the object instances and the global image completely independently, each one having its own reconstruction loss. As such, at test time, it does not exploit the object instances at all, thus going back to image-level translation. Here, we propose to unify the translation of the image and its instances, thus allowing us to leverage the object instances at test time. As will be shown in our experiments, this results in more realistic translations and further allows us to perform unsupervised domain adaptation.

2.2. Domain Adaptation

Domain adaptation has been extensively studied in computer vision, using, e.g., multiple kernel learning \cite{5,6}, subspace alignment \cite{8} and covariance matrix alignment \cite{38}. More recently, I2I translation has also been exploited for this task \cite{17,40,39,43,11,3,23}. By contrast, the literature on domain adaptation for object detection remains sparser \cite{26,1}, as the task is inherently more challenging due to its additional localization property. In \cite{39} a deformable part-based model based on adaptive support vector machines was introduced to overcome domain shift for object detection. More recently, \cite{30} used subspace alignment to transform the features extracted from two domains with a region-based convolutional neural network (RCNN) \cite{10} to a common representation. These methods, however, are not end-to-end trainable. This was remedied in \cite{2} via a domain adaptive Faster-RCNN object detection network reasoning jointly at image and instance level. Also, the weakly supervised cross domain adaptive paper \cite{14} introduces a domain transfer stage where the detections on cycleGAN generated images are fine tuned. Furthermore, in \cite{18}, a domain adaptive representation learning technique is introduced which diversifies the shifted domain. All these methods use Faster-RCNN \cite{31} as the detector to adapt between domains on a global level. While we jointly leverage the global image and the object instances, we do so in an I2I translation formalism, which we will show yields better results.
3. Methodology

3.1. Problem Formulation and Overview

We aim to learn a multi-modal mapping between two visual domains $X \subset \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}$ and $Y \subset \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}$ that jointly accounts for the global image and the object instances. To this end, we build our approach on the DRIT backbone [22], which handles multi-modality but does not reason about instances. Our architecture is depicted in Figure 2. We assume that, during training, we have access to the ground-truth bounding boxes in a single domain, $X$, i.e., Night in Figure 2. At test time, however, we do not require access to ground-truth object bounding boxes; they will be predicted by our network. We now explain the components of our network in more detail.

3.2. Image-to-Image Translation Module

Our architecture comprises 2 style encoders $\{E^s_x, E^s_y\}$, one for each domain, and 3 content encoders $\{E^c_x, E^{c_1}_x, E^c_y\}$, two to process the global images in each domain ($E^c_x, E^c_y$), and an additional one ($E^{c_1}_x$) for the instances in domain $X$. Let us now consider domain $Y$ for which we do not have instances. We use $E^c_y$ to extract global content features from an image $I_y$ in domain $Y$, which is then merged with style features extracted from an image $I_x$ in domain $X$ using $E^s_x$. The resulting representation is then passed through a decoder $G_x$ that generates a translation of $I_y$ to domain $X$. In the standard DRIT framework, this process is mirrored to go from domain $X$ to domain $Y$.

3.3. Object Detection Module

We aim to take the object instances into account. To this end, we first detect object instances in $I_x$ using a detection subnetwork, and then process the global image and the object instances in parallel, before fusing their representations and achieving translation to domain $Y$ using a decoder $G_y$. Specifically, at the image level, we extract global content features from $I_x$ using $E^c_x$ and merge these features with the style features extracted from $I_y$ using $E^s_y$. This is achieved using the global-level residual block depicted in Figure 2, whose architecture follows that of the residual block used in DRIT [21]. Let us denote by $F_x$ the global feature map resulting from this operation.

In parallel as we extract $F_x$, we also process each individual object detection. To this end, for each instance $i$, we first crop the corresponding image region, which can be done in an ROI pooling manner, and extract instance level content features using $E^{c_1}_x$. We then merge these features with the globally-pooled style features extracted from $I_y$ using the instance-level residual block shown in Figure 2, whose architecture is the same as the global-level one. Let $\{F^i_x\}$ denote the set of feature maps obtained in this manner, with one feature map $F^i_x$ for each object instance.

Instead of decoding separately the image-level features $F_x$ and the instance-level ones $\{F^i_x\}$, in a similar manner as in INIT, here we propose to fuse them so as to obtain a single representation that we can decode into one consistent image using $G_y$. To achieve this, we need to reintroduce the instance features at their respective locations in the global feature map. This process is illustrated in Figure 3. In essence, we make use of the bilinear sampling strategy introduced in [16] to place the instance features in a map of the same size as $F_x$, and then merge this map with $F_x$ by simply replacing the features in $F_x$ at non-empty locations in the map with those in the map.

3.4. Training

To be able to handle unpaired training images, we follow the cycle-consistency approach and translate the generated images back to their original domains. In essence, this process mirrors that described above; it uses the instances to go back to domain $X$ and acts at the global image level to generate the domain $Y$ image. Below, we detail the loss function and training procedure for the resulting Detection-based Unsupervised Image-to-image Translation (DUNIT) model.

**Image-to-image translation module.** Our method is built on the DRIT backbone which embeds the input images onto a shared style space and a domain specific content space. As such, we use the same weight-sharing strategy as DRIT for the two style encoders $(E^c_x, E^s_y)$ and exploit the same loss terms. They include:

- A content adversarial loss $\mathcal{L}_{adv}^c(E^c_x, E^s_y, D^c)$ relying on a content discriminator $D^c$, whose goal is to distinguish the content features of both domains;
- Domain adversarial losses $\mathcal{L}_{adv}^x(E^c_x, E^s_y, G_x, D^x)$ and $\mathcal{L}_{adv}^y(E^c_x, E^s_y, G_y, D^y)$, one for each domain, with corresponding domain classifiers $D^x$ and $D^y$;

**Instance Consistency**

Figure 4: Visualization of the Instance Consistency loss, which is the summation of the $l_1$ distance between the top-left pixels of the detected bounding boxes in domains $X$ and $Y$ with the $l_1$ distance between the bottom-right pixels of the detected bounding boxes in domains $X$ and $Y$.
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A cross-cycle consistency loss \( L_{cc}^{\gamma} \) that exploits the disentangled content and style representations for cyclic reconstruction [36];

- Self-reconstruction losses \( L_{rec}^x(E_x^c, E_x^s, G_x) \) and \( L_{rec}^y(E_y^c, E_y^s, G_y) \) ensuring that the generators can reconstruct samples from their own domain;

- KL losses \( L_{KL}^x(E_x^s) \) and \( L_{KL}^y(E_y^s) \) that explicitly reason about the detected objects. The intuition behind this loss is that the same object instances should be detected in image \( x \) and in the corresponding image after translation. Enforcing consistency between the detections in two images raises the question of how to match these detections. To overcome this, we exploit a modern detector that relies on fixed detection anchors. Since the set of anchors is the same in both images, the detections are naturally paired. We then aim for the positive detections at the same anchors in both images to correspond to the same object, and thus have the same bounding boxes. To the end, we define the instance consistency loss

\[
L_{ic}^\gamma = \sum_{\hat{y}_i^x = 1 \land \hat{y}_i^y = 1} |P_{tl}^{\hat{y}_i^x} - P_{tl}^{\hat{y}_i^y}|_1 + \sum_{\hat{y}_i^x = 1 \land \hat{y}_i^y = 1} |P_{br}^{\hat{y}_i^x} - P_{br}^{\hat{y}_i^y}|_1 ,
\]

where \( \hat{y}_i^x = 1 \) indicates that anchor \( i \) is predicted as positive in domain \( X \) and similarly \( \hat{y}_i^y \) in domain \( Y \). \( P_{tl}^{\hat{y}_i^x} \) and \( P_{tl}^{\hat{y}_i^y} \) are the bounding box top-left pixels for anchor \( i \) in domain \( X \) and domain \( Y \), respectively, and \( P_{br}^{\hat{y}_i^x} \) and \( P_{br}^{\hat{y}_i^y} \) the corresponding bottom-right pixels.

In our experiments, we make use of the RetinaNet detector [24]. We employ the focal loss of [24] for the instance detections. The focal loss further introduces parameters \( \alpha \) to offset the class imbalance. In our experiments, we use \( \alpha = [0.25, 0.5] \) as in [24] and \( \gamma = 2 \). We will study the influence of these parameters in our experiments. Note that we apply the RetinaNet on both \( I_x \) and its translated version in domain \( Y \). We therefore use the focal loss in both cases, which further encourages the translated image to contain object instances at the same locations as the input image, since, during training, we compare all detections to the ground-truth bounding boxes.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Unsupervised Image to Image Translation

To validate our method, we conduct experiments on the INIT [34] dataset which is a very diverse and challenging dataset. Following DRIT, we resize the images in the dataset to \( 216 \times 216 \) to consider GPU limitations. We used 4 GPUs to train our model with a batch-size of 16. To evaluate our method, we compare it with the following five state-of-the-art unpaired I2I translation approaches.

- CycleGAN [45], which comprises forward and backward translation functions between the source and target domains along with an adversarial loss.

- UNIT [25], which improves upon CycleGAN by using a shared latent space and comprises two VAE-GANs and a cycle-consistency loss.

- MUNIT [12], which assumes that an image representation can be disentangled into a domain specific style representation and a domain invariant content representation and swaps these disentangled content/style latent features to generate the translations.

- DRIT [22], which is very similar to MUNIT except that it contains generators and domain discriminators in both the domains, along with the two content encoders and two style encoders.

- INIT [34], which is built on the MUNIT backbone and considers instance level style translations along with the global translation. It uses the cross-cycle consistency loss, a global and instance level GAN loss and a global and instance level reconstruction loss.

We implemented our method in PyTorch and will make our code available at https://github.com/IVRL/DUNIT.

To evaluate these methods, we use the following three standard performance metrics.

- Inception Score (IS) [33], which encodes the diversity across all translated outputs.

- Conditional Inception Score (CIS) [12], which encodes the diversity of the translated output conditioned on a single input image, and is typically used for multimodal methods.

- LPIPS distance [42], which measures the diversity of the translated images, and has been shown to be strongly correlated with human perception. To compute this metric, following the setting used in [34], we randomly sample 19 pairs of translated outputs from the 100 input test images.
We provide the IS and CIS in Table 1 and the LPIPS in Table 2. DUNIT outperforms the baselines on all pairs of domains and according to all metrics, with the exception of IS on Sunny→Night, where MUNIT yields a slightly higher score. On average, we outperform the baselines by a comfortable margin, including INIT which also exploits object instances. In Fig. 5, we compare qualitatively the different methods. Note that DUNIT yields sharper and more realistic images than the baselines. We do not include INIT in this qualitative comparison because its code is not publicly available.

**Ablation study.** We now evaluate different aspects of our method. First, we study the influence of the instance consistency loss. To this end, we compare the results obtained using our method with the instance consistency loss (DUNIT w/ IC) and without it (DUNIT w/o IC). We report the LPIPS distance and the IS and CIS metrics over three pairs of domains from the INIT dataset in Table 3. Note that the IC loss consistently improves the results of DUNIT on all pairs. This demonstrates the benefits of constraining the content in the translated image to preserve the instances in the input image. We believe this to be an instance of a more general phenomenon, where auxiliary tasks can help to improve the translation process. We then turn to exploring the choice of detection subnetwork in our architecture. In addition to the RetinaNet used in our previous experiments, we also evaluate the Faster-RCNN. Note that, in this case, the detections are not paired, and we cannot use the
We show, from left to right, the input image in the source domain, the style image for translation, followed by outputs from MUNIT [12], DRIT [22] and DUNIT (ours), respectively. We only show multimodal results as they perform better than unimodal methods like CycleGAN [45] and UNIT [25] as seen in figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of the IC loss</th>
<th>w/ $L_{ic}$</th>
<th>w/o $L_{ic}$</th>
<th>w/ $L_{ic}$</th>
<th>w/o $L_{ic}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LPIPS</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>1.259</td>
<td>1.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Sunny to Night 0.298 0.252</td>
<td>1.225</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>1.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Sunny to Rainy 0.225</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>1.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Sunny to Cloudy Average 0.287</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>1.076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Ablation Study: We compare our method with the instance consistency loss (DUNIT w/ $L_{ic}$) and without it (DUNIT w/o $L_{ic}$). We report the LPIPS distance, inception score (IS) and conditional inception score (CIS).

Figure 7: Predicted detections for an input day image (left) using RetinaNet (middle), Faster-RCNN (right). Note that the higher mAP of RetinaNet yields better instance translations.

IC loss. Furthermore, with RetinaNet, we evaluate different hyperparameter settings for $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ and $\gamma \in \{1, 2\}$. From Table 4, we can see that RetinaNet with $\alpha = 0.25$ and $\gamma = 2$ gives the best IS and CIS across the tested domains. Changing $\alpha$ while keeping $\gamma = 2$ yields very close results, but decreasing $\gamma$ to 1 results in lower scores. Nevertheless, RetinaNet consistently outperforms Faster-RCNN. In Fig. 7, we compare qualitatively the detections obtained with RetinaNet and Faster-RCNN, and their impact on the translated image; the higher detection accuracy of RetinaNet translates to higher quality images. Note that the relatively low performance of our approach with a Faster-RCNN detector is due to the detector itself. In particular, the fact that Faster-RCNN is a two-stage detector prevents a complete end-to-end training and means that the region proposals in the original and translated image may not match. This resulted in less robust detections than RetinaNet, and we observed these non-robust detections to impede the minimization of the instance consistency loss during training. Ultimately, this contributed to incorporating incorrect instance information in the global feature map, thus yielding worse results than when using a RetinaNet that can be trained end-to-end and relies on anchors that are naturally paired. This shows that the results of our approach depend on the detector, but that state-of-the-art, single-stage detectors already achieve sufficient accuracy for us to outperform global image translation.

4.2. Unsupervised Domain Adaptive Detection

We further test our method on the task of unsupervised domain adaptation for object detection. We use as baselines the state-of-the-art methods that tackle this task, namely, domain adaptive Faster RCNN [2], the domain transfer stage of [14], the shifted domain stage of [18] and the style transfer with feature consistency stage of [32]. We conduct experiments on diverse datasets including Pascal VOC classes [7] as source domain with Comics2K [14] as target domain, and the Kitty object detection benchmark [9] as source domain with Cityscapes [4] as target domain. We follow the same data preparation and the same experimental setup as in [18]. Note that the inter-class variance and the large difference in data distribution between the source and target domains make these dataset very challenging for synthesis. In Table 5, we report the mean average pre-
Table 4: Ablation Study: We compare our method (DUNIT) used in conjunction with different object detection subnetworks (Faster R-CNN or RetinaNet). For RetinaNet, we report the results obtained with different values of the hyperparameters $\alpha$ and $\gamma$. We report the inception score (IS) and conditional inception score (CIS). We use $\alpha = 0.25$ and $\gamma = 2$ for our best model.

Table 5: Quantitative comparison on the task of domain adaptation. We report the mAP for two pairs of domains. DT is the domain transfer stage in [14], DAF is the domain adaptive faster-rcnn method [2] and DARL is the domain adaptive representation learning method [18].

Table 6: Quantitative comparison of the per-class Average Precision for the KITTI→Cityscapes adaptation scenario.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced an approach to account for object instances when translating images between domains. To this end, we have proposed to process the instances and the global image separately, but to fuse their respective representations so as to generate a single consistent image. This has allowed us to translate content-rich images, resulting in realistic images that quantitatively outperform the state-of-the-art I2I translation algorithms. By only requiring access to ground-truth object bounding boxes for a single domain during training, our approach has also allowed us to perform unsupervised domain adaptation for object detection, again producing state-of-the-art results.
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